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1 Fifth Ave, Guthrie House, 
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WhatsApp: 8188 3063



MLC was created to
help students make
sense of abstract
Chemistry concepts
through the use of
innovative analogies
and day-to-day
experiences

Former MOE Head of
Chemistry
MOE Teaching Award
B.Sc w 1st Class
Honours
Multiple Deans List
(2008 - 2011)

W H Y  M L C

Sometimes,
we all

need a little
help.

Our Principal

Have you ever sat in class, wondering why Chemistry can be so difficult. As your teacher continues
talking, you acknowledge that she is speaking in English but she may as well be speaking in Latin. You flip
through your notes but you don't even know where to begin. You start to regret choosing this path...

But learning Chemistry can be SIMPLE! Experience the DIFFERENCE with our lessons to understand why
students come for our lessons religiously. With our specially customised notes & lesson materials, crystal-
clear teaching, easy-to-understand examples, we can make learning Chemistry simple again!

Contact Mr Lau 
@ 8188 3063



KMnO   stain4



stp: 273 K, 1 bar
rtp: 293 K, 1 atm
std condn: 298K, 1 bar







What is my cher

talking about?



Coffee mug

use this for
carbon dioxide!



Finally a clean

page!



Oh no, 
not again!

use this for
oxidation of water



use this for
reduction of water



The MLC Advantage

Physical Chemistry

Organic Chemistry

Inorganic Chemistry

Practical Chemistry

M L C  C H E M I S T R Y  B I B L E S

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

Recap lesson videos

Bonus resource videos

Revision Package guides

MLC Cheat Sheets

M L C  E X C L U S I V E  P O R T A L

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

Physical Chemistry A

Physical Chemistry B

Organic Chemistry

Inorganic Chemistry

M L C  R E V I S I O N  P A C K A G E

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

Physical consultations

Zoom consultations

Whatsapp consultations

M L C  1 - 1  C O N S U L T A T I O N S

$FREE

$FREE

$FREE

Snacks to help you recharge

Celebratory treats (bbt, mac..)

M L C  W E L F A R E

$FREE

$FREE

S C O R I N G  T H A T  A PRICELESS



Mr Lau is one of the most caring and patient chem
istry teacher i

have ever met. He “harassed” me by drilling concepts that
 i

couldn’t understand when taught in school. Jokes 
aside, he is a

very capable teacher who knows what h
e should focus on to help

his students. I a
m one of the lucky ones who got to know him and

through him i’ve learnt to tackle chemistry by understanding
 the

concepts behi
nd them instead of purely memorising. The

information/notes and advice he gave me helped me a lot in

answering questions stra
ight to the point and hence, i was able to

maximise the marks i scored
 for tests and exams. He strongly

believes that i
f a student is har

dworking and willing to learn they

will definitely do well. This is al
so the reason why many students

feel more encouraged and supported when taught by him as he is

able to guide students, push
ing them to persevere on. Trust him

and work tgt with him and you’ll understand what i mean!!

E to A in 3 months!

Madeline Hia
SAJC

U to B, 5 grades improvement!

Mr lau is a really caring and patient tutor. hes really good at

giving simple explanations that made understanding of concepts

a lot easier for me. his unique way of teaching also made lessons a

lot more interesting. When i first came to his center, i was scoring

U for examinations but within a few short months, my grades

managed to improve to a B and I topped my class, eventually

scoring A for 'A' Levels! Thank you Mr Lau for helping me improve

so much!

U to A and topped her class!

Gek Yin
ACJC

Mr Lau is a very dedicated teacher who bothers to go the extra

mile to ensure that every one of his students get the help that they

need. Speaking from personal experience, Mr Lau opened up

extra consultation slots nearing our examination period so that we

could clarify as much doubts that we had. He also extends

unwavering support and believes in all his students regardless of

their past or current grades, 
which really pushes us to strive to

become better. The clear and concise notes and guidebooks

provided also summarizes all the important learning outcomes into

4 small booklets that effective
ly aided me in my revision. Overall, I

am very thankful for MLC as it helped me improve significantly

from failing examinations to eventually scoring a B for A levels!

Rae Lee
JPJC



Iodine stain



ARGH!! Why is

Chemistry so hard!





The info on this page is as

useless as this reindeer





I'm a Chemist!!



I'm hungry, nom nom nom







Try our lessons to find out why

91% of our students score A/B 

Scored A

for A Levels!

Improved by 

4 grades!

Consistent

performance!




